
LOCAL TIPS 

Discover mysterious 
fairy houses

A nature  

walk is always welcome, especially amongst 

the towering redwood trees in  

Surrey’s Redwood Park, home to the largest 

redwood stand in Canada. But this  

park has some enchanting extras. The under-

eight set (and anyone who likes a  

little magic) will delight at the fairy houses 

sprinkled in the trees. Redwood  

Park originally had tiny fairy doors seemingly 

giving entry into houses in the  

tree trunks. There’s no definitive answer why. 

As they were damaged over time,  

community members (and perhaps a few 

fairies) have added to the collection with  

more doors and tiny houses. Resembling 

birdhouses, they’re brightly painted and  

adorned with sparkle. To find the fairy houses, 

look for a small covered  

shelter with a “Prayer of the Woods” sign, and 

then follow the trail next to it.  

Keep on the path to the right of the large 

treehouse, a replica of where the  

original owners of the property used to live. 

The original owners, tree-loving  

twin brothers Peter and David Brown, were 

responsible for the trees, planting  

more than 30 different species. Walk past 

these trees on the 5km nature trail  

through the park. Kids will enjoy the on-site 

playground,  

too.
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SELF-GUIDED 

Answers from the local expert

When is the best time to 
visit?

Mornings and 
afternoons.

How much does it 
cost?

It's 
free.

Parking is free, 
too

Is there an official 
website?

Yes, you can visit 
discoversurreybc.com 
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About the local expert

Local recommendation from

Johanna Read

Johanna  

Read is a Canadian freelance 

writer/photographer specializing in travel, food  

and responsible tourism. Based in Vancouver, 

she loves the city’s ocean location  

and fabulous food. Find links to her articles for 

in-flight magazines, Fodor’s,  

USA Today, and others at TravelEater.net.  
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